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QUESTION 1

Which two solutions are available to scale an overloaded XSOAR environment? (Choose two.) 

A. Add a distributed database server 

B. Add an indexing server 

C. Add a live backup server (disaster recovery) 

D. Add an engine 

Correct Answer: AC 

 

QUESTION 2

Which two advanced attributes can be applied to incident fields when editing? (Choose two.) 

A. Set a field trigger script 

B. Associate to an incident type 

C. Change field type 

D. Change field name 

Correct Answer: AB 

Reference: https://docs.servicenow.com/bundle/quebec-it-service-management/page/product/incident-
management/reference/incident-management-properties.html 

 

QUESTION 3

In which three locations can an engineer try to find information, when troubleshooting a failed integration instance error
produced by the test button? (Choose three.) 

A. The audit log 

B. The log bundle 

C. The source code for an integration 

D. The error message returned directly below the button 

E. The playground war room 

Correct Answer: BCD 

 

QUESTION 4
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An incident field is created having the display name as Source_IP. 

How can the field be accessed? 

A. ${incident.sourceip} 

B. ${incident.Source_IP} 

C. ${incident.srcip} 

D. ${incident.Source IP} 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 5

Which two statements describe how timers are configured to start and stop automatically in a playbook? (Choose two.) 

A. Use a field of Number to count the number of seconds elapsed between two tasks 

B. After the playbook has run, calculate the total time taken and set the timer field with this value 

C. To begin counting time taken, add a task in the playbook with automation startTimer. To end the counting, add a task
with automation stopTimer 

D. From the Timers tab of the playbook task, choose the action for the timer and the timer field to perform the action on 

Correct Answer: BD 

 

QUESTION 6

Which two options may be added when a content pack is being installed? (Choose two.) 

A. Lists 

B. Roles 

C. Other content packs 

D. Indicator layouts 

Correct Answer: AB 

 

QUESTION 7

A large number of incidents were deleted by mistake. 

Which two architecture components can be used to recover the lost data? (Choose two.) 

A. Live backup 
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B. Engine 

C. Distributed database 

D. Local backup 

Correct Answer: AB 

Reference: https://docs.paloaltonetworks.com/cortex/cortex-xsoar/6-0/cortex-xsoar-admin/disaster-recovery-and-live-
backup/disaster-recovery-and-backup-overview.html 

 

QUESTION 8

Incidents need to be filtered by all of the following criteria: 

1.

 Status – Pending 

2.

 Exclude Category – Job 

3.

 Severity – High 

4.

 Owner – None (No owner assigned) 

5.

 Type – Phishing 

6.

 Email Subject – “You have won a million dollars” 

What is the correct query syntax for the above incident search filter? 

A. status==“Pending“ andand category!=”job” andand severity==”High” andand owner==”None” andand
type==”Phishing” andand emailsubject==”You have won a million dollars” 

B. Status:Pending and –Category:job and Severity:High and Owner:”” and Type:Phishing and Email Subject:You have
won a million dollars 

C. status:Pending and –category:job and severity:High and owner:”” and type:Phishing and emailsubject:”You have
won a million dollars” 

D. status:Pending or –category:job or severity:High or owner:”” or type:Phishing or emailsubject:”You have won a
million dollars” 

Correct Answer: C 
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Reference: https://docs.paloaltonetworks.com/cortex/cortex-xsoar/6-1/cortex-xsoar-admin/cortex-xsoar-overview/how-to-
search-in-cortex-xsoar.html#idcd7fe505-c1c1-42f5-a698-08b5710196d3 

 

QUESTION 9

An engineer is developing a playbook that will be run multiple times for testing purposes. 

What is the recommended first task to be used in the playbook? 

A. DeleteContext 

B. GenerateTest 

C. PrintContext 

D. SetContext 

Correct Answer: A 

Reference: https://xsoar.pan.dev/docs/integrations/test-playbooks 

 

QUESTION 10

Which two capabilities do Automation script settings include? (Choose two.) 

A. Define `parameters\\' 

B. Correlate to incident types 

C. Define `outputs\\' 

D. Set password protection 

Correct Answer: BD 

 

QUESTION 11

DRAG DROP 

Match the corresponding action with the appropriate playbook tasks. 

Select and Place: 
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Correct Answer: 

Reference: https://docs.paloaltonetworks.com/cortex/cortex-xsoar/5-5/cortex-xsoar-admin/playbooks/playbooks-
overview.html 

 

QUESTION 12

What is the difference between labels and fields? 

A. Fields can be used in playbooks and labels cannot 
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B. Fields are indexed in the database and labels are not 

C. Labels can be used in queries and fields cannot 

D. Labels are indexed in the database and fields are not 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 13

An engineer notices that playbooks only start once the user clicks the `investigate\\' button and he/she would like the
playbook to start automatically. How can this be implemented? 

A. Add the playbook to the integration\\'s settings 

B. Select `Run playbook automatically\\' from the incident type settings 

C. Add the !startinvestigation automation to the beginning of the playbook 

D. Select `Run playbook automatically\\' from the integration settings 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 14

What are two main uses of context data? (Choose two.) 

A. Store incident information in JSON format 

B. Store incident information in XML format 

C. Pass data between playbook tasks 

D. Pass data between to-do tasks 

Correct Answer: AC 

Reference: https://xsoar.pan.dev/docs/integrations/context-and-
outputs#:~:text=The%20main%20use%20of%20the,the%20Context%20and%20uses%20it. 

 

QUESTION 15

A SOC manager built a dashboard and would like to share the dashboard with other team members. How would the
SOC manager create a dashboard that meets this requirement? 

A. Manually share the dashboard through user emails 

B. Dashboard is shared to all XSOAR users 

C. Propagate the dashboard based on SAML authentication 
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D. Dashboard is shared to all XSOAR users in a selected role 

Correct Answer: D 

Reference: https://docs.paloaltonetworks.com/cortex/cortex-xsoar/6-1/cortex-xsoar-admin/dashboards/share-a-
dashboard.html 
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